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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Security is understood as one of the basic life needs of people. However, it is necessary to realize 

that security is a natural quality of the environment where people live and is designated as a 

security environment. The need for sacurity   is part of implementing sacurity measures that are 

created in compliance with a certain level of knowledge and needs. The content of this process 

can be characterized as a set of answers to primary questions (What is to be protected? – 

protected interest, Why to protect?, What to protect from? – threats) and secondary questions  

(Who will provide the protection?, How will the protection be provided?, When will the 

protection be provided?, By means of what will the protection be provided?, What price will the 

protection be provided for? etc.). From this viewpoint it is necessary to pay attention primarily to 

the problems concerning property protection  from intentional actions focusing on protecting a 

particular building onject. In case of building objects it is primarily about the protection of 

tangible and intangible properties that are part of a particular limited area (mostly a building 

object) that is in possession or administration of a particular state or a private subject.  The issues  

are dealt with  by legal regulations, technical standards and various technical books.  These 

usually concentrate on a particular area, kind of a building object and/or  environment. However, 

none of them  focuses on the property protection in a complex way and does not provide a 

satisfactory answer to the question  “How to create protection systems in view of their 

sufficiency, complexity and balance  in the technical and economic spheres?“ That is why it is a 

social interest to search for new standardized procedures based on exact methods by means of 

which it will be possible, in empiric or intuitive ways, to exactly evaluate the effectivness of the 

existing or proposed property protection systems, including the formal desposition of results in 

project solutions 
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